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here would you go if you wanted a 
new boat built out of wood? Fairlie 
Restorations were one of the most 

respected classic boatyards in the world, so 
it was devastating news when the company 
admitted there wasn’t enough money in 
restoration any more and went out of 
business. Thankfully, their skills are being put 
to use in new builds for Fairlie Yachts. 

Given a brief to create a bluewater 
cruising boat able to explore the world, Fairlie 
faced a very different proposition from that 
which led to the first new strip-planked Fairlie 
55, built two years ago. 

Compared with the 55, the 53 is beamier 
and higher in freeboard, and has over three 
tons more displacement. And despite having 
being designed for a single-hander, she has 
more volume to accommodate the 500lt of 
tanks, a watermaker, genset, heating, etc. 
She’s also more traditional than the 55, with 
a full body, fin and skeg for practicality, but 
still a whopping 42 per cent ballast ratio.

Her Spanish owner has been closely 
involved throughout. “He came here because 
he could get the design he wanted – it really 
is absolutely bespoke,” says Paul Spooner, 
Fairlie’s designer and director. The owner has 
been at the yard every day of the build. “His 
new yacht experience started last summer, 
not when he steps aboard after launch.” 

Fairlie began to laminate the frames in 
September and were finishing the third skin 

Modern tradition

when I visited at Christmas. The 53 uses the 
same frame structure and strip-planked 
construction method as the 55, but the fin 
stub is incorporated into the planking lay-up 
to allow for a proper sump. Following the 
application of the final skin, she was to be 
epoxied, glassed, faired, primed and painted 
before being turned over. This promotes the 
natural insulation of wood and produces a 
hull as strong as a plank-on-frame boat, but 
without the major maintenance issues of 
traditional construction, Spooner says. 

I was very impressed with the full interior 
mock-up and how the owner was able to walk 
through and visualise/adapt the design. Can 
you imagine what a nightmare that would be 
for a production yard? Spooner says: “You 
can do so much with 3D graphics, but unless 
you interact with it, you can’t decide exact 
positioning. It’s the last five per cent that is 

so important if you want it to be perfect.” 
There will be no surprises for this owner.

The teak interior features a doghouse 
with pilot station and pilotberth to starboard 
and steps down into the galley. Unusually, 
the main engine and genset are in the centre 
of the boat, providing unhindered service 
access – both can be lifted directly out of the 
skylight if necessary. A practical worktop 
covers them, so they also provide bracing  
in the galley. Because this boat is intended 
for solo sailing, there is a sink fitted forward 
of the saloon, with a huge heads and shower 
area to port, plus a raised double forward for 
use when at anchor. 

As you’d expect from the team behind 
Fairlie Restorations, the craftsmanship is 
exemplary. Fairlie really are a design and 
build yard in the tradition of those of 100 
years ago. “Every boat for us is a number 
one,” Spooner says. The planned launch for 
this number one is August. 

Other designs on the drawing board 
include a 66-footer, a stunning 77ft cutter 
yawl or sloop and a 110ft version of this 
family line. There’s also a 60ft staysail 
expedition schooner for an Australian client, 
a 55ft Spirit of Tradition café racer, various 
Fife designs and an intriguing 33ft 
Sundowner daysailer with a canoe stem and 
lifting keel we’ve mentioned here before. 
Price ex VAT on application (the 55 cost 
£850,000). www.fairlieyachts.com 

NEW YACHTS

FAIRLIE 53

All the exemplary craftsmanship of former classics 
boatyard Fairlie Restorations has gone into this 
Spanish single-hander’s bespoke bluewater 53-footer

With framework 
and hull skins 
complete, the 53 
was turned upright  
in January

W
LOA 16.3m/53ft 6in
LWL 10.8m/35ft 5in
Beam 3.95m/12ft 11in
Draught 2.6m/8ft 6in
Displ 13,500kg/ 
29,762lb

DIMENSIONS
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When the renderings of the Bordeaux 60 came out, I remember 
thinking it looked stylish. I thought the same and then some when  
I saw this slick new Philippe Briand design. I love the eyebrow roadster 
look – I reckon Briand has even given this boat a bit of a frown! 

The Bordeaux 60 combined the production line of Groupe 
Bénéteau with the superyacht arm of CNB, and this 76 is a further 
step up the chain of semi-custom yachts. She shares the flush design 
of the 60 and the high freeboard for comfort and volume, but adds a 
distinct chine – “to increase initial stability,” says Briand.

The style above looks more than matched below, where 
contemporary design is by Jean-Marc Piaton. An inventive layout 
places the galley aft opposite a twin cabin, reached by a step down 
from a chic raised saloon. Forward accommodation comprises an 
en-suite double and Pullman cabin, and a full-beam master cabin 
with a half-bulkhead to split the washing and wardrobe areas. 

There’s also room for a crew cabin in the bows and a large garage 
aft for a tender. The draught is modest at 3m 
and the 76 has twin rudders, although keel 
options include a deep (3.5m) or hydraulically 
lifting keel that reduces draught to 2.1m. 
There will also be a performance mast option, 
which would add an extra 20m2 upwind sail 
area. She is due to launch in early summer. 
Price to be decided www.cnb.fr

CNB 76

Caption to go here 
xxx xxx xxxx 
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Caption to go here 
xxx xxx xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxx xxxx

LOA 23.17m/76ft
LWL 21.98m/72ft 2in
Beam 6.10m/20ft
Draught 3.00m/ 
9ft 10in

DIMENSIONS

Seriously stylish 76
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